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PUB, Singapore’s National Water Agency Annual 
Report for the year ended 31 March 2020

In the opinion of the directors, the 
annual report of the PUB, Singapore’s 

National Water Agency is drawn 
up so as to present fairly the state 
of affairs of the PUB, Singapore’s 

National Water Agency
as at 31 March 2020.
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MAJOR 
SHAREHOLDERS 
OF SUBSIDIARY 
COMPANIES

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

Supply Good Water.  
Reclaim Used Water.
Tame Storm Water.

Water for Every One. 
Everyone for Water. 

PUB Consultants 
Private Limited

100%
OWNED BY PUB CONSULTANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED

100%
SHAREHOLDINGS
IN COMPANY

Singapore International
Water Week Private Limited
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BOARD OF  
DIRECTORS

ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE

Board 
CHIANG CHIE FOO

Chairman

Organisational Excellence 
TAN CHIAN CHERN

Director

MEICA 
YOUNG JOO CHYE

Director

Joint Operations 
MELVIN KOH

Director

Technology 
PANG CHEE MENG

Chief Engineering & 
Technology Officer

Internal Audit reports to the Board

Enterprise Risk Management 
reports to the Board

InfoTech &  

Digital Transformation 
WILLIAM YEO

Chief Information Officer

Finance 
CHEW SIOW NEE
Chief Financial Officer

Water Quality 
SARAH TENG

Director

3P Network 
CINDY KENG

Director

Procurement & Contracts 
HERMAN CHING

Director

DTSS2 
YONG WEI HIN

Director

Singapore Water Academy 
KOH SIONG TECK

Director

Centralised Services 
CHRIS CHOW

Director

Policy & Planning 
CHONG MIEN LING

Director

Catchment & Waterways 
YEO KENG SOON

Director

Industry & Technology 

Collaboration 
MICHAEL TOH

Director

Internal Audit Office 
LAWRENCE FONG

Head

Coastal Protection 
HAZEL KHOO

Director

Water Supply (Plants) 
CHEW CHEE KEONG

Director

Enterprise Risk Management 
LIM KIM SHIN
Chief Risk Officer

Water Supply (Network) 
RIDZUAN ISMAIL

Director

Human Resources 
ANGELA KOH

Director

Water Reclamation (Plants) 
OOI KIAN ENG

Director

Water Reclamation (Network) 
MAURICE NEO

Director

NG JOO HEE
Chief Executive

CHUA SOON GUAN
Deputy Chief Executive
(Policy & Development)

HARRY SEAH
Deputy Chief Executive

(Operations)

BERNARD KOH
Assistant Chief Executive

(Future Systems & Technology)

MS SUSAN HWEE
Managing Director & Head of Group 

Technology and Operations,
United Overseas Bank Limited

MR JOHN NG
Chief Executive Officer,

YTL PowerSeraya Pte Ltd

MR S THIAGARAJAN
Director,

Administration, NTUC

MS AURILL KAM
Director,

Legal Clinic LLC

PROF CHAN ENG SOON
Chief Executive Officer

Technology Centre for Offshore and Marine, 
Singapore

MR TAN WAH YEOW
Deputy Managing Partner,
KPMG Singapore (Retired)

MR TAN SIONG LENG
Deputy Chief Executive, 

URA (Retired)

MR CHAN BENG SENG
Group Director,

Financial Resource Management, Healthcare 
Finance – Subvention and Sector Development 

& Commissioning
Ministry of Health

MR ABU BAKAR BIN MOHD NOR
Group Chairman,

InfoFabrica Holdings Pte Ltd

MR NG JOO HEE
Chief Executive, PUB

MR CHIANG CHIE FOO
Chairman, PUB

The key management personnel are listed in the organisation structure above.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS  
AND ACHIEVEMENTS  
FOR 2019

Building upon the Four National Taps namely Water from Local Catchment, Imported 
Water, high-grade reclaimed water known as NEWater and Desalinated Water, Singapore 
has built a robust, diversified and sustainable water supply system. Through integration 
of the water system and maximising the efficiency of the four national taps, PUB ensures 
that Singapore has enough water to meet the needs of a growing nation.

Climate change has also been identified as an existential challenge for Singapore, a small 
city state of around 720km2. Apart from rising temperatures, climate projections indicate 
that mean sea level around Singapore may rise by up to one metre by 2100. Coupled 
with extreme and intense weather events, Singapore may see the threat of increased 
flooding. Since April 2020, PUB has taken on an additional role as the nation’s Coastal 
Protection Agency, to safeguard Singapore’s coastline against the threat of rising sea 
levels. In addition to managing flood risks, PUB currently leads and coordinates efforts 
to develop long-term strategies to manage coastal flood risks and explore innovative 
methods to protect Singapore from intense rainfall and encroaching seawater. 

This report summarises the key achievements and highlights of 2019 in PUB, in our 
mission to supply good water, reclaim used water, tame storm water, and most recently, 
to hold back rising seas. The report will also touch on the plans that PUB has in the works, 
impacting the next fiscal year and beyond.  
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SUPPLY RESILIENCY

STRENGTHENING 
OUR WATER SUPPLY

Water is not just essential for life. It is also crucial for the function of commerce and industry. 
Over the years, PUB has strived to diversify our water supply to ensure that the nation’s water 
needs are not solely dependent on rainfall alone. Alternative water sources such as NEWater and 
desalinated water serve as key pillars in ensuring Singapore’s water sustainability and security.

WATERWORKS UPGRADING
Given the potential increase in the concerns over water quality due to the inter transfer of reservoir water and climate change 
challenges, PUB installed ozone-biological activated carbon (BAC) systems in three Waterworks, Choa Chu Kang Waterworks 
(CCKWW), Chestnut Avenue Waterworks (CAWW) and Woodleigh Waterworks (WLWW). In addition, ceramic membranes 
were installed in CCKWW, making it Singapore’s most advanced water treatment facility with the largest ceramic membrane 
treatment system in the world. Most works were completed in 2019 and CAWW’s ozone system was completed in Q1 2020.

Aerial view of Choa Chu Kang Waterworks. Ceramic membrane filtration system at Choa Chu Kang Waterworks.

PUB officer explaining the function of ceramic membranes filtration to Minister Masagos Zulkifli and guests at  
Choa Chu Kang Waterworks.
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RECLAIMING  
USED WATER
Water is an endlessly renewable resource as it can be reclaimed, treated and returned to the 
water supply. At PUB, we endeavour to ensure every drop of used water is reclaimed to potable 
water for the community we serve.

SEWER EXPANSION
2019 saw the completion of approximately  
50 kilometres of sewers, of which, the majority 
were in Changi, Sungei Tengah Agrotechnology 
Park, Lim Chu Kang, Sungei Kadut and Punggol. 
Some 68 kilometres of sewers in Lim Chu Kang, 
North Woodlands, Sengkang, Punggol, Punggol 
Barat, Upper Changi East, and Changi East are 
under construction, and would be progressively 
completed in the coming years.

DEEP TUNNEL SEWERAGE SYSTEM 
(DTSS) PHASE 2 PROJECT 
By 2025, PUB will complete Phase 2 of the DTSS, 
a super highway for the used water system, by 
extending the existing deep tunnels covering 
eastern Singapore to serve the western part of 
Singapore. DTSS Phase 2 comprises two major 
components – a conveyance system of 40 km of 
deep tunnels and 60 km of link sewers, and a 
new Water Reclamation Plant (WRP) in Tuas. All 
five Design & Build tunnel contracts had been 
awarded at total $2.3 billion in value and on 
4 April 2019, a Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) 
launch ceremony was held to mark the start  
of tunnelling. 

To-date, all five tunnel contracts have 
commenced tunnelling works, with 5.5 km 
of the works completed in 2019. Twelve Link 
Sewers construction contracts worth $480 
million were also awarded, with tunnelling works 
commencing progressively since end July 2019.

PROGRESS OF TUAS NEXUS
First of its kind in the world, Tuas Nexus integrates operations of PUB’s Tuas WRP and the National Environment Agency’s (NEA) 
Integrated Waste Management Facility (IWMF) to manage and treat used water and solid waste within a single facility. The 
project will harness potential synergies of the water-energy-waste nexus by integrating used water and solid waste treatment 
processes to allow for energy maximisation and resource recovery, while maintaining a small footprint. 

Used water sludge will be co-digested with IWMF’s food waste to increase the yield of biogas, which in turn will be combusted 
at the IWMF to boost its waste-to-energy power generation and improve overall plant energy efficiency. The contract to build 
the facility was awarded to Sembcorp Design and Construction Pte Ltd. Work has commenced in April 2020 and is due for 
completion in 2027. 

In July 2019, Koh Brothers Building & Civil Engineering Contractor (Pte.) Ltd. and China Harbour (Singapore) Engineering 
Company Pte Ltd. Joint Venture (JV) were appointed by PUB to construct the influent pumping stations for the Tuas WRP. The 
Influent Pumping Stations contract will see the construction of five deep shafts that would house 26 large capacity pumps with 
the largest pump having a capacity of 195,000 m3/day, equivalent to being able to pump 78 Olympic-sized swimming pools full 
of water in one day. The shafts will have diameters of up to 48 m and reach depths of up to 80 m – approximately the height of 
a 30-storey HDB block. The pumping stations are also designed to separately pump domestic and industrial used water from the 
deep sewerage tunnels to the plant for treatment where treated water will undergo further purification to produce NEWater.

ACCOLADES FOR THE TUAS NEXUS
The Tuas Nexus gained recognition globally as a bold innovation in the action 
for climate change and sustainability and was awarded the “Most Innovative 
Water-Energy Nexus Project” at the biennial International Desalination 
Association (IDA) World Congress 2019 on 23 October 2019. 

Other awards won in 2019 include the top prize in the “Water and 
Wastewater Treatment Plants” category at the Year in Infrastructure 2019 
Awards hosted by the global software firm Bentley Systems which recognises 
organisations that demonstrated excellence and digital advancements in 
the planning, design, construction and operations of infrastructure projects 
across the world. The plant was also crowned ‘Project of the Year’ under 
the “Water” category at the IChemE Global Awards for demonstrating 
engineering excellence in water use, clean-up and re-use.
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TAMING  
STORMWATER
On average, about 2,200 mm of rain falls on Singapore annually and on occasions, torrential 
amount of rain, equivalent to a month’s worth, can fall within just a few hours, overwhelming 
our drains and canals temporarily in the process. PUB continuously monitors the development, 
upgrade and rehabilitation of our drainage system to ensure the system’s ability to cope with 
increased runoff and mitigate potential flooding. 

As Singapore’s population increases and water needs grow, we can only achieve water 
sustainability with the community’s commitment and participation to embrace water 
conservation. Through collaboration with industries, PUB strives towards a sustainable future 
with innovative measures to keep rising operational costs in check, reduce carbon footprint, 
and minimise any potential risks to our water resources.

IMPROVING RAINFALL FORECASTING CAPABILITIES WITH RADAR TECHNOLOGY
To better forecast heavy rains and tackle floods, PUB collaborated with the Hydroinformatics Institute and Furuno Singapore, 
to develop a state-of-the-art rainfall monitoring and prediction system that utilises X-band dual polarimetric doppler weather 
radars. Three of such radars were implemented in the northern, eastern and western parts of Singapore since November 2018. 
The system provided enhanced forecast of heavy rains for the purpose of flood control measures. Providing a 30-min lead time 
rainfall forecasts, the system facilitates faster response and deployment of officers to manage potential flash floods. Since 2019, 
PUB had been working to expand the X-band radars network and will be installing three more radars over the next two years, 
extending our radar coverage to the whole of Singapore.

BUILDING  
SUSTAINABILITY

WATER CONSERVATION
Through the Mandatory Water Efficiency Labelling Scheme (MWELS), PUB looks to phase out less water efficient-fittings and 
appliances in the market and promote the adoption of water efficient fittings. Since 1 April 2019, the minimum water efficiency 
standards for taps and mixers, dual-flush low capacity flushing cisterns, urinal flush valves and waterless urinals had been raised 
from 1-tick to 2-ticks. These standards are applied to all new and existing premises (domestic and non-domestic) where water 
fittings replacements take place during renovations. As part of a demonstration project to be completed in Q1 2021, PUB will 
install smart shower devices for some 10,000 new HDB Build-To-Order (BTO) flats. The project will include a study of 1,000 
participating households to validate the impact of smart shower devices on water conservation. A 2016 PUB trial showed that 
households could save up to 5 litres of water/ person/ day or 3% of their monthly water bill through using such devices.

DEVELOPING SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems provide a  
sustainable source of clean energy and contribute 
to national climate change mitigation efforts. 
PUB is actively deploying solar panels on our 
water infrastructures (rooftops & reservoirs) to 
reduce our carbon footprint and to contribute 
to national climate change mitigation efforts. In 
February 2020, PUB awarded a 60 megawatt-
peak (MWp) large-scale floating solar PV 
project on Tengeh Reservoir to Sembcorp Solar 
Singapore Pte Ltd. As one of the largest single 
floating solar PV systems in the world, the solar 
energy generated from this project will meet the 
daily energy needs of all of PUB’s waterworks 
in Singapore and the Marina Barrage. When 
the project is completed in 2021, Singapore 
will be one of the few countries in the world 
to achieve a 100% green waterworks. PUB has 
also commenced construction of two smaller 
1.5 MWp floating solar PV projects at Bedok 
and Lower Seletar Reservoirs.

SMARTER, SUSTAINABLE PLANTS
In line with PUB’s vision of building smart plants of the future, PUB’s Integrated Validation Plant (IVP) at the Ulu Pandan Water 
Reclamation Plant (WRP) piloted a suite of smart technologies, such as advanced process control with artificial intelligence, 
geo-fencing, smart devices, and using autonomous robots for surveillance and sample collection. In 2019, the IVP achieved a 
reduction of manpower needed to operate the 2.75 mgd plant, from the current 2.2 Full-time Employee (FTE) per 10,000 m3/day  
of treated flow to 1.85 FTE. Through advanced design and smart features, the membrane bio reactor (MBR) plant can use 
less than 0.1 kWh/m3 to treat used water and produce quality filtrate for industrial water and NEWater production. These 
technologies will be scaled-up at Tuas WRP for greater operational efficiency and savings.
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WATER RECYCLING BY INDUSTRIES
Total water demand is expected to almost double from present day till 2060, with the non-domestic sector accounting for 
majority of the increased demand. Efforts to reduce water consumption by water-intensive companies through recycling their 
process water have resulted in 47 companies saving 15.4 mgd of water.

Partnering with SUEZ, PUB embarked on a research project to study the use of Electrodialysis Reversal (EDR) technology 
as an alternative to reverse osmosis (RO) for treating industrial used water. A 50 m3/day EDR pilot plant was installed and 
commissioned at Jurong Water Reclamation Plant (JWRP) for a six-month trial. The trial saw the EDR pilot plant deliver stable 
and robust performance with successful production of high-quality product water. Through this study, EDR had proven to be a 
promising technology to recover industrial used water and PUB will continue to work with SUEZ for process optimization and 
eventual full-scale implementation.

ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
Since 2018, PUB had developed and put in place its Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Framework to identify and address risks 
across the organisation. In the inaugural annual risk review in October 2019, PUB reviewed and updated its key enterprise risks 
and the mitigating measures for them, taking into account the prevailing operating environment and emerging issues. The risk 
review cycle is aligned with the annual budget cycle to ensure that PUB’s board has oversight of the mitigating measures for key 
risks at budget approval.

BUILDING  
SUSTAINABILITY

BUILDING  
CAPABILITIES
Singapore Water Academy (SgWA) was formed in 2016 to centralise training design and 
delivery in PUB. With a focus on competency-based training, SgWA ensures that all PUB 
officers are equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge to competently function in 
their roles. In addition, through specially-curated training programmes, SgWA facilitates the 
development of capabilities for local and international water professionals for the current and 
future industry landscape. 

COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING
With over 2,500 PUB officers performing engineering and 
operational roles, engineering competency frameworks 
covering 800 job posts and 240 competency statements were 
launched in April 2018 to ensure that PUB possesses the skills 
and knowledge required to deliver its mission. Competency-
based training of PUB officers is on track for completion by 
mid-2021.

DIGITAL SKILLS AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
TRAINING
In support of PUB’s transformation, PUB also rolled out 
digital skills in cybersecurity, data analytics and digital literacy. 
Change management training based on the Prosci Change 
Management Methodology was also extended to PUB’s senior 
management, internal change experts and key project teams.

DIGITALISING OUR TRAINING
To facilitate learning anytime, anywhere, PUB introduced 
mobile applications in 2019 as part of the organisation’s 
digital training plan. PUB officers tapped on the Civil Service 
College (CSC) LEARN app to complete requisite cybersecurity 
modules and enjoy free access to thousands of online courses 
from Udemy, Harvard LeadingEdge and eCornell.  PUB also 
implemented a class support app which allowed participants 
to view training details and materials and to network with 
each other.
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IMPROVED CENTRALISATION
PUB commissioned its Joint Operations Centre (JOC) on 1 July 2019. JOC is an integration of six department-centric operation 
cells, formerly located at separate locations, into one place at PUB’s headquarters. With the setup of JOC, PUB’s customer and 
engineering operations are now fully integrated, thereby improving the flow of information to manage day-to-day operations 
and incidents. By enhancing the command and control and improving situational awareness, PUB is able to deliver better 
customer service.

PUB’S TRANSFORMATION

GEARING TOWARDS 
A SMART PUB
Digitalisation is the backbone of PUB’s goal to transform into a smart water utility. As part of the 
digitalisation drive, PUB developed the SMART PUB Roadmap that lays out technology enablers 
across the entire water loop and outlines the systematic deployment of smart technologies 
across PUB in the next five years. This will allow PUB to build a leaner, better-equipped and 
trained workforce with improved productivity, operational efficiency and service delivery.

SMART DRAINAGE GRID
PUB developed the Smart Drainage Grid system 
(SDG) - a platform for the analysis of hydrometric and 
hydrometeorological data to generate engineering insights 
on drainage performance. The system allows PUB to perform 
post-event analyses to identify inadequacies in existing 
drains and assess drainage performance over a range of 
historical rainfall events. It also supports PUB in identifying 
and priortising drains for upgrading. Insights from SDG also 
enabled PUB drainage planners to understand actual flows in 
the drainage network during storms for improved drainage 
planning and operations. Phase 1 of the SDG was successfully 
commissioned in June 2019 at a cost of $1.8 million.

GUARDING AGAINST CYBER ATTACKS
PUB’s Cybersecurity Masterplan (CMP) is aligned to the key 
thrusts in the Operational Technology (OT) Cybersecurity 
Masterplan, published by the Cyber Security Agency (CSA) 
in October 2019. The CMP outlines key initiatives covering 
the areas of People, Processes and Technology to uplift the 
cybersecurity postures of Critical Information Infrastructure 
(CII) owners and organisations that operate OT systems in the 
water sector. 

In 2019, PUB conducted cybersecurity training for Supervisory 
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Operators, Shift 
Leaders and IC (instrumentation and control) Engineers. In 
addition, perimeter firewalls, intrusion detection system and 
data diodes were also implemented across PUB OT networks. 
PUB also participated in two CSA-led cybersecurity exercises 
in 2019, which saw PUB staff familiarising themselves with 
the OT Incident Response Standard Operating Procedure and 
enhancing PUB’s CMP.

TOWARDS A DIGITAL WORKPLACE
To enhance PUB’s capacity for knowledge management, 
sharing and collaboration, a tender was awarded in July 
2019 to design and build the PUBWiki system. Apart from its 
core function as the central repository for all digital files and 
records, the PUBWiki will consist of a physical file management 
system, a library management system and a digital mailroom 
that would automate incoming mail processes. The PUBWiki 
is expected to roll out in 2Q 2021. 

In August 2019, PUB also developed and launched PUBLearn, 
a learning management system. The system not only enabled 
administrators to organise and administer training more 
efficiently, it also empowered PUB officers to take ownership 
of their own and teams’ training and development.
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WORKPLACE
SAFETY
PUB strives towards a culture of zero tolerance for an unsafe workplace in all PUB installations. 
This is reinforced through comprehensive safety initiatives and training to ensure that every 
PUB officer and contractor takes ownership towards the prevention of accidents in the course 
of their work.

TRANSFORMING OPERATIONS FOR BETTER SAFETY
Deep Tunnel Sewerage System (DTSS) Phase 2 saw the use of Vertical Shaft Sinking Machine (VSM) for the construction of 
shafts, a first in Asia. A safety advantage of the VSM being that it allows for remote operation from the surface, eliminating the 
need for operators in the boring shaft hence reducing risk and increasing workplace safety. The first shaft constructed using 
VSM was successfully completed in March 2019, and more shafts will be constructed using this method.

SAFETY FIRST
PUB established the “Health and Safety Excellence 2020 
(HSE2020)” programme in 2018. The programme focuses 
on building our safety management system, creating a safe 
operation culture, developing competency-based safety 
training and improving the physical health and well-being 
of our staff. Its key initiatives included the forming of a 
Workforce Safety Council comprising Union representatives to 
raise awareness on health and safety risks PUB officers faced; 
the implementation of “Life Saving Rules” which emphasised 
the importance of zero tolerance for breaching the safety 
rules. The programme also offered smoking cessation and 
comprehensive health screening programmes to raise self-
awareness among individual officers on their health status.

In July 2019, PUB organised the annual Health and Safety 
Day at the JTC Summit where hundreds of PUB officers and 
industry partners attended. Safety awards including the CE’s 
Challenge Shield, an inaugural prestigious safety award, were 
presented to deserving recipients for their exemplary efforts in 
creating a safer workplace at PUB. 

SAFETY ADVISORY PANEL AND 
CONTRACTOR’S SAFETY WATCH GROUP
In January 2020, PUB commissioned the Safety Advisory Panel 
(SAP), comprising four distinguished members from the public and 
private sectors. The SAP advises PUB on the latest developments 
in Workplace Safety and Health standards and technology, to 
improve PUB’s safety management systems. 

The Contractor Safety Watch Group (CSWG) comprising CEOs 
and managing directors from 21 companies was also set up on 
1 April 2020. The CSWG serves as a platform to share feedback 
on safety among PUB contractors and to reinforce safety culture 
through the sharing of best practices.

Through these initiatives, PUB’s management, workforce and its 
contractors are determined to achieve our vision of zero accidents 
in the workplace.

INNOVATION
Transformation cannot take place if operational 
processes do not change and are not adjusted. 
PUB strives to build a culture of innovation by 
motivating officers to apply creative thinking 
to their approach towards operations. This is 
with the aim of discovering new and better 
ways to improve work effectiveness and 
productivity, with every officer playing a part.

REINFORCING THE IMPORTANCE OF 
INNOVATION
In addition to having a one-stop intranet platform for PUB 
officers to submit their ideas, PUB organises the annual Service 
and Innovation Day (SID) that recognises the best innovators 
and service staff in PUB. Last year, SID was held at the ITE 
College Central, giving PUB officers a platform to showcase 
and share their personal stories on innovation and service, 
aiming to inspire more fellow colleagues to play their part in 
PUB’s transformation journey.

During the 2019 SID, about 150 officers were recognised for 
their efforts in innovation and service excellence. The ground-
up innovations attributed to over $2 million in savings to PUB 
operations. In return, these officers received monetary rewards 
totalling over $100,000 in recognition for their efforts.

The event was accompanied by an Innovation Exhibition 
showcasing all the latest innovations and technologies that 
were being implemented across PUB.   
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COMMUNITY AND  
INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

ENCOURAGING 
COMMUNITY  
OWNERSHIP
Beyond expanding our water infrastructure and keeping it in good shape, PUB also partners 
the community to take greater ownership of responsible water consumption. It is only when 
the community works with us and become advocates for water, that Singapore can continue 
to enjoy an adequate, sustainable and resilient water supply.

PUB strives to grow water technologies through collaboration with the industry and stakeholders. 
Doing so ensures PUB’s continued access to the latest technologies advancement for meeting 
our own water challenges.

KINSHIP – PUB’S FIRST HARI RAYA SHORT FILM
Kinship, a six-minute short film which used a powerful and emotive story on brotherhood and family ties to convey the importance 
of water conservation, was released in May 2019 on PUB’s social media channels to celebrate Hari Raya Puasa and as part of PUB’s 
year-long water conservation campaign. 

The film was wildly popular and allowed PUB to engage widely across many communities. As a follow up, fans were invited to 
submit ideas for the film’s ending. Finally, from over 200 submissions, three individuals were picked for an exclusive workshop 
partnering the production team to produce an audio story for the film’s ending, which was released in July 2019.

DEVELOPING  
THE INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY TRAINING 
PUB enhances industry competencies through its Workforce Skills Qualification (WSQ) courses, which are open for industry 
participation. In 2019, operators of five NEWater and desalination plants under the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) attended 
the WSQ level 2 course on operations of NEWater and Seawater Desalination Plants. PUB also partners organisations such as 
the Singapore Polytechnic and the Institute of Engineers Singapore (IES) to build industry competencies in water efficiency 
management and ABC Waters. In 2019, over 1,000 industry professionals attended training programmes organised by PUB 
and our partners.  

COMPLETION OF ABC WATERS PROJECTS
Launched in 2006, PUB’s Active, Beautiful, Clean (ABC) Waters Programme aims to improve the quality of water in waterbodies 
and harness their full potential as community spaces for all to enjoy. Three ABC Waters projects were completed in 2019, 
bringing the total number of projects completed by PUB across Singapore to 47. Amongst them, the ABC Waters @ Kallang 
River-Bishan Road to Braddell Road project saw an increase in drainage capacity of the canal by 80% and strengthening of 
the canal structure. Two other projects in the vicinity of Boon Tiong Road and Chestnut Drive were also completed in 2019, 
allowing residents to enjoy the multi-functional spaces created along our waterways. As of end 2019, apart from PUB’s ABC 
Waters projects, a total of 82 projects by other public agencies and private developers had also incorporated ABC Waters 
concepts within their developments.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH FOR WATER CONSERVATION
The theme for PUB’s annual water conservation campaign in 2020 focused 
on how Singapore’s water journey has advanced over the past decades, 
driving home the importance of water and inspiring the community to be 
more water conscious.

The #GoBlue4SG movement, a nation-wide initiative in the month of March 
made its return as part of this year’s water conservation campaign. The 
movement aims to rally communities and businesses to support the water 
cause through simple acts.  The movement culminated in the signature 

“City Turns Blue” event on 22 March, to commemorate World Water Day. 
More than 35 iconic buildings and bridges across the island lit up in blue to 
symbolise their commitment to water conservation, transforming the skyline 
into a dazzling blue-cityscape.

SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL WATER WEEK
The Singapore International Water Week (SIWW) Spotlight 
2019 was held from 6-7 June 2019 at the Marina Bay Sands, in 
conjunction with Temasek’s Ecosperity Week. The by-invitation 
event welcomed over 260 water leaders and large industrial 
water users from 19 countries and regions. For the first time, 
discussions were focused on encouraging businesses to reduce, 
replace and reclaim water using readily available technologies. 
The next SIWW will take place from 20 to 24 June 2021.

SINGAPORE WATER EXCHANGE
The Singapore Water Exchange (SgWX) aims to further 
the growth of a vibrant and dynamic water industry in 
Singapore by hosting a collaborative ecosystem of water-
related companies to leverage their mutual strengths to 
advance innovation in water technology. Currently more 
than 20 companies are located at SgWX, and in 2019, over  
50 activities were organised, including the inaugural 
ImagineH2O Asia Bootcamp for promising start-ups.
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OUTLOOK FOR THE 
NEXT FISCAL YEAR

Even when challenged by climate change, Singapore’s water system must remain adequate, 
sustainable and resilient. PUB continues to strengthen our operational capacity to meet Singapore’s 
increasing water demand, while enhancing storm water systems in anticipation of more frequent 
and increasingly intense rain storms. The following sections will touch on the plans and new 
initiatives that we have lined up for the next fiscal year and beyond.
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KEPPEL MARINA EAST DESALINATION 
PLANT
Started construction in 2017, the Keppel Marina 
East Desalination Plant (MEDP), Singapore’s fourth 
desalination plant commenced operations on  
29 June 2020. First of its kind in Singapore, the 
plant’s treatment equipment is situated completely 
underground, and it has a lush green rooftop spanning 
20,000 sqm that will be made accessible to the public. 
Capable of treating both freshwater from the Marina 
Reservoir or seawater, the plant looks to produce  
30 mgd of potable water.

CHANGI WATER RECLAMATION PLANT 
EXPANSION
PUB plans to increase Changi Water Reclamation Plant’s (CWRP) 
treatment capacity by 44 mgd in 2023. This expansion will be 
implemented in two phases, in tandem with used water flow 
projections. When completed, CWRP’s treatment capacity will 
be increased to 224 mgd in 2021 and then to 246 mgd in 2023. 

EXPANSION OF SEWER NETWORK
PUB continues to extend the sewer network with over  
40 ongoing sewer expansion projects for the construction 
of sewers in areas such as North Woodlands, Lim Chu Kang, 
Upper Changi Road East, Changi East, Tengah New Town, 
Tuas View, Sengkang and Punggol.

ONGOING SEWER REHABILITATION 
PROGRAMMES
PUB operates an ongoing asset renewal programme to inspect 
and rehabilitate aged and defective public sewers, by restoring 
their structural integrity and performance. Since 1996, about 
1,900km (or 54%) of public sewers have been rehabilitated 
under phases 1 to 4 of this programme. Rolled out since October 
2017, Phase 5 of the programme, will see the rehabilitation of 
another 200km of sewers by 2024.

For private sewers (also known as sanitary drainlines), PUB has 
since 2006 implemented a rehabilitation programme, whereby 
approximately 250km of private sewers in the Marina, Punggol-
Serangoon and Jurong Lake Reservoirs catchments have been 
rehabilitated. PUB plans to extend the programme to the rest 
of Singapore.

JURONG ISLAND DESALINATION PLANT
Singapore’s fifth desalination plant, the Jurong Island Desalination Plant 
(JIDP) (pictured above) will be developed and co-located with Tembusu 
Multi-Utilities Complex on Jurong Island to enjoy infrastructure and 
resources synergies. Upon completion, the plant will add another  
30 mgd of water to the nation’s water supply.

CONSTRUCTION OF CHANGI NEWATER 
FACTORY 3
PUB plans to increase NEWater production capacity 
by 50 mgd through the construction of the Changi 
NEWater Factory 3 (CNF3). The engineering design is 
expected to commence in 2020. When it is completed 
in 2023, CNF3 will replace the first ever NEWater 
Factory at Bedok.

RECLAIMING  
USED WATER

TAMING STORMWATER

SUPPLY RESILIENCY

STRENGTHENING 
OUR WATER SUPPLY

UPGRADING OF BUKIT TIMAH CANAL
As part of the continued efforts to tame storm water, PUB embarked on the expansion of the Bukit Timah First Diversion Canal. 
Completed in March 2019 at an estimated cost of $300 million, the project alleviates the risk of flash floods along Bukit Timah 
Road (between Jalan Kampong Chantek and Maple Avenue) and Dunearn Road (between Swiss Club Road and Sixth Avenue). 
The upgrading works involved the deepening and widening of the canal and the construction of additional tunnels, which 
boosted the canal’s drainage capacity by 30%. To further improve flood resilience of the Upper Bukit Timah catchment, ongoing 
works to upgrade a section of the Bukit Timah Canal (between Rifle Range Road and Jalan Kampong Chantek) will continue in 
2020, and expected to be completed in 2023.

ADDITIONAL PUMPING STATION AT MARINA BARRAGE
As part of the plans to improve flood protection for the city area in anticipation of increased frequency of high intensity rainfall due 
to climate change, PUB looks to implementing an additional pumping station at the Marina Barrage to supplement the existing 
pumping station. A conceptual engineering study will commence in 2021 to develop potential solutions further.
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HOLDING BACK 
RISING SEAS
CREATION OF COASTAL PROTECTION DEPARTMENT
With rising sea levels and increasing variability in rainfall patterns, climate change poses a complex and 
existential threat to Singapore. Following the completion of BCA’s Coastal Adaptation Study in 2019, 
PUB was tasked to coordinate the whole-of-government effort to guard against coastal inundation from 
sea level rise. Complementing our existing role to tame stormwater, PUB would manage both coastal 
and inland flooding holistically to strengthen Singapore’s overall resilience against climate change. In  
April 2020, the Coastal Protection Department in PUB was set up to focus on:

•   Establishing long term Coastal Protection Masterplan to ensure resiliency against climate change;
•   Driving multi-agency efforts to develop and implement coastal protection strategies and measures; 
•   Instituting a regulatory framework to support long-term planning and management; 
•   Ensuring adequacy, reliability and adaptability of coastal protection system; and
•   Build and sustain capabilities and capacity to support national coastal engineering initiatives.

RISK MANAGEMENT
As part of the continual effort to enhance enterprise 
risk management, PUB will implement an Enterprise Risk 
Management System in 2020 to digitise the risk register, 
automate risk monitoring and reporting, and facilitate 
analytics and risk prioritisation. 

ADVANCED METERING INFRASTRUCTURE ROLLOUT
The implementation of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) will enable water metering and consumption data to be 
transmitted accurately and remotely from customers back to PUB. This would greatly enhance PUB’s ability to detect leaks 
expeditiously within the water supply network and in customers’ premises. In addition, there is potential for increased users’ 
awareness of their water consumption so that users are more empowered to adjust their habits to save water.

Phase 1 of PUB’s AMI project would entail the deployment of some 300,000 smart water meters in a number of locations across 
Singapore from 2021 to 2023. The smart water meters will be progressively installed in new and existing residential, commercial 
and industrial premises. As part of the project, Jacobs Engineering Group Inc was appointed as the AMI specialist in August 2019. 

PUB will review the first phase rollout and look at technological advances prior to full implementation of the AMI system nationwide.

REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION THROUGH 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
PUB has made significant progress to reduce energy 
consumption in seawater desalination through our 
collaboration with universities and the industry. Technologies 
include Electrochemical Desalination, high-performance 
aquaporin-based biomimetic membranes and Pressure 
Retarded Osmosis. PUB targets to lower the energy footprint 
of seawater desalination from the present 3.5 kWh/m3 to  
2.6 kWh/m3 by end FY2020 at the R&D level. The medium-
term goal aims to reduce the energy footprint further to less 
than 2 kWh/m3 at the system level.

UPGRADING OF INTELLIGENT WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Currently being upgraded, the Intelligent Water Management System (IWMS) is one of PUB’s key enterprise systems for operations. 
Upon completion of the upgrade exercise, the system will be able to integrate and analyse different department-centric data 
sets to enhance overall service and engineering operations, support joint operations by providing real-time situational awareness 
across departments, and optimise PUB’s water system planning and management. Undertaken by ST Electronics (Info-Software 
Systems) Pte Ltd, the project commenced in January 2020 and is slated for completion in 2023.

BUILDING INFORMATION MODEL (BIM) 
E-CHECKER
PUB launched a Building Information Model (BIM) e-Checker 
in 2020 for Qualified Persons (QPs) to self-check their building 
plan submissions. Through the digitalisation of 500 rules, the 
BIM e-Checker allows industry professionals to self-check their 
designs for regulatory compliance before submitting to PUB 
for approval. This reduces the number of re-submissions by 
the QPs and improves productivity for both QPs and PUB.SUPPLY SUSTAINABILITY

BUILDING  
RESILIENCY AND 
SUSTAINABILITY

PUB’S TRANSFORMATION

GEARING TOWARDS 
A SMART PUB
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ENHANCING CYBERSECURITY
PUB will develop a threat intelligence platform in 2021 to facilitate information sharing with the OT Cybersecurity Information 
Sharing and Analysis Centre (OT-ISAC). 

In compliance with the Cyber Security Code of Practice, PUB will also conduct vulnerability assessments (VAs) across all Critical 
Information Infrastructures (CIIs) by August 2020 to identify, assess and discover security vulnerabilities in our OT systems. PUB 
will also be conducting penetration testing (PT) on our OT systems to identify security and control weaknesses. 

Log collectors are currently being deployed in phases across all PUB CIIs and slated to be linked to PUB’s Security Operations 
Centre (SOC) to raise PUB’s cybersecurity situational awareness.

PUB is working with the academia on proof of concepts for advanced cyber tools in the PUB OT environment. An example 
would be PUB’s collaboration with the Singapore University of Technology & Design (SUTD) for the testing of an anomaly-based 
intrusion detection system. Upon validation of the performance of these systems, the systems will be rolled out in phases to 
the PUB CIIs. Information and alerts from these systems will be sent to PUB’s SOC for threat correlation and further analysis. 

BUILDING 
CAPABILITIES

REVIEWING SCHEMES OF SERVICE & 
COMPENSATION
To further build in-house capabilities to meet future challenges, 
PUB has embarked on a review of the organisation’s schemes 
of service and compensation framework to better attract, 
motivate, develop and retain officers. The review is expected 
to be completed in Q3 2021.

COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK FOR EVERY  
JOB POST
To develop the capabilities of our non-engineering officers 
in corporate departments, PUB has launched competency 
frameworks for the corporate departments covering 350 job 
posts and 160 competency statements in August 2020. 
Training based on the frameworks will be rolled out over the 
next three years, and key topics include leadership, digital 
skills, procurement and finance.

SEWER ANALYTICS AND MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM
To reduce the occurrence of service disruption in the 
sewer network, PUB is developing the Sewer Analytics and 
Management System (SAMS). To be developed in two phases, 
the first phase has been in progress since December 2019, 
and the second phase will commence in 2022. The first phase 
sees the development of an analytics engine to analyse sensor 
data and past events for the monitoring of build-ups within 
the network. This allows for pre-emptive and preventive 
actions to be carried out, and facilitates prioritisation of 
maintenance and inspection works. In the second phase, 
the analytics engine will be further developed to assist PUB 
in the management of network capacity and performance 
to facilitate network renewal and upgrading as well as the 
deployment of response teams.

DATA ANALYTICS PLATFORM
To further enable PUB’s business intelligence and analytics 
capabilities, as well as to improve the visibility and governance 
of data in the organisation, PUB began developing a Data 
Analytics Platform (DAP) in 2019. The DAP will consolidate 
data from multiple systems and process them to support multi-
dimensional analysis for various corporate and operational 
functions. This will enable officers to perform analytics to gain 
insights for better decision-making. The DAP will also automate 
report generation and reduce the need for manual extraction 
of data. The pilot implementation of the DAP is expected to 
be commissioned in Q3 2020. Enhancements to the DAP will 
take place in future phases to facilitate increased interface with 
other systems for enhanced analytics capabilities.

DEPLOYMENT OF SMART CCTVS FOR PUB 
INSTALLATIONS
PUB will be increasing the number of CCTV cameras across all 
PUB Water Supply and Reclamation Plants to expand coverage 
as well as to improve safety and work processes. Video analytics 
will be incorporated to monitor CCTV footage continuously 
and generate alerts. The enhanced features will allow improved 
security, safety and productivity across PUB installations. 
Installation of the CCTVs are slated for completion by 2Q 2022.

ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
PUB’s Asset Management System (AMS) will enable efficient 
work scheduling, timely asset maintenance and renewal, 
and accurate inventory monitoring and management. The 
AMS Maintenance Module has been implemented across 
all PUB installations since January 2020, while the AMS 
Inventory Module has been implemented at two plants and 
will be progressively rolled out to all PUB installations from 
July 2020 onwards. 

USING MICROBIAL ELECTROCHEMICAL 
SENSORS AND ROBOTS TO COMBAT  
ILLEGAL DISCHARGE
Trade effluent illegally discharged into public sewers poses 
significant risks to public health and the environment. To 
improve detection of heavy metals and cyanide in trade 
effluent discharge, PUB has partnered EnvironSens Pte Ltd 
to deploy Microbial Electrochemical Sensor (MES) systems at 
industrial sites. The roll out plan will see a total of 400 MES 
systems being installed in factories and the sewer network by 
Q4 2021, with the first 100 systems installed by end 2020. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

Ended 31 March 2020 

 Group 

OPERATING RESULTS 

FY 2019 
$ 

million 

FY 2018 
$ 

million 

Operating Income 1,447.3 1,404.8 

Net Non-Operating Income 91.3 74.3 

Operating Expenses (1,417.5) (1,405.5) 

Finance Expenses (35.4) (74.8) 

Net Profit/(Loss) before Government Grants 85.7 (1.2) 

Government Operating Grants 355.1 354.8 

Net Income after Government Grants and before Contribution to 
Consolidated Fund and Taxation 

440.8 353.6 

Contribution to Consolidated Fund  (75.1)     (59.8) 
Taxation - (0.3) 

Net Income after Government Grants and after Contribution to 
Consolidated Fund and Taxation 

365.7 293.5 

 

FINANCIAL POSITION 

FY 2019 
$  

million 

FY 2018 
$  

million 

Property, Plant and Equipment 8,241.3 8,121.3 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 615.4 450.3 

Other Assets 255.1 252.2 

Total Assets 9,111.8 8,823.8 

 

Capital Account 6,228.3 5,863.3 

Retained Earnings 2.0 2.7 

Water Efficiency Fund 6.0 6.0 

Borrowings 1,300.0 1,300.0 

Other Liabilities 1,575.5 1,651.8 

Total Equity and Liabilities 9,111.8 8,823.8 

   

Average Total Assets ($ billion) 9.0 8.7 

Return on Total Assets1 % 4.4 4.1 

Gearing Ratio2 % 19.3 21.7 

																																																													
1
 Return on Total Asset = Return before Interest and after Contribution to Consolidated Fund and Tax / Average Total Assets 

2
 Gearing Ratio = (Borrowings + Lease Liabilities in FY2019 or Finance Lease Payables in FY2018) /Average Total Assets	



	

 

 

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW 

The Group recorded a net income after Government grants and Contribution to Consolidated 

Fund and Taxation of $365.7 million this year (prior year: $293.5 million). The increase in 

operating expenses was offset largely by the increase in operating income and the decrease in 

finance expenses bringing about a higher return by $72.2 million over the previous year.   

 

OPERATING INCOME AND GOVERNMENT OPERATING GRANTS 

The Group’s operating income of $1,447.3 million (prior year: $1,404.8 million) was from its 

water supply and used water operations. The Group’s other major source of income of $355.1 

million (prior year: $354.8 million) is from the Government operating grants for the operations 

and maintenance of the drainage systems, the Active, Beautiful, Clean (ABC) Water 

Programme as well as other government-funded activities. 

 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

The Group’s operating expenses3 totalled $1,417.5 million in FY2019 (prior year: $1,405.5 

million). Operating expenses of the Group comprise largely of depreciation of property, plant 

and equipment, maintenance, manpower, electricity, research & development, administrative 

and other miscellaneous expenses incurred related to the collection, production, distribution 

and reclamation of water in Singapore.  

 

FINANCIAL POSITION 
 

As at 31 March 2020, the Group’s total assets stood at $9,111.8 million (prior year: $8,823.8 

million). The increase of $288.0 million was largely due to an increase in cash and cash 

equivalents and property, plant and equipment.  

 

90.4% of the Group’s total assets or $8,241.3 million (prior year: 92.0%, $8,121.3 million) are 

accounted for by property, plant and equipment which includes land, pipelines, plant, equipment 

and buildings (to house the plant and equipment). 

 

  

																																																													
3
 The Group’s operating expenses do not include depreciation expense for the drainage and used water reticulation 

networks belonging to the Government. 



	

 

 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

During the year, the capital expenditure of the Group was $1,596.6 million (prior year: $1,372.8 
million). This comprises PUB-funded capital expenditure of $598.2 million and government- 
funded capital expenditure of $998.4 million as shown in the following charts:  

 

 

PUB spent $598.2 million (prior year: $651.5 million) in capital expenditure as part of its 
continual efforts to replace, improve and expand water and used water infrastructure to cater 
for future water needs of the nation. These infrastructures are funded from cash generated 
from revenue collected (net of expenses) and borrowings.  
 

 

 

Government-funded capital expenditure of $998.4 million (prior year: $721.3 million) were for 
drainage network, used water reticulation network and the Active Beautiful Clean Waters 
Programme projects. These assets belong to the Government. 
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FY2019 FY2018 FY2017 FY2016 FY2015 FY2014
4 FY 2013 FY 2012 FY 2011 FY 2010

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

OPERATING RESULTS

Operating Income 1,447,273      1,404,797      1,286,167      1,222,432      1,201,313      1,182,495      1,143,538      1,090,013      1,037,549      1,010,737          

Operating Expenses (1,417,507)     (1,405,514)     (1,323,969)     (1,270,242)     (1,239,334)     (1,193,636)     (1,138,645)     (1,064,474)     (1,037,056)     (998,773)            

Net Operating Income/(Loss) 29,766           (717)               (37,802)          (47,810)          (38,021)          (11,141)          4,893             25,539           493                11,964               

Net Non-Operating Income 91,342           74,338           71,411           73,459           56,345           49,842           47,686           30,252           26,000           19,768               

Finance Expenses (35,480)          (74,838)          (84,014)          (84,844)          (87,660)          (95,926)          (97,407)          (92,261)          (108,030)        (103,608)            

85,628           (1,217)            (50,405)          (59,195)          (69,336)          (57,225)          (44,828)          (36,470)          (81,537)          (71,876)              

Government Operating Grants 355,138         354,849         332,868         298,826         270,431         276,992         296,378         215,514         199,035         185,218             

Net Income after Government Grants and before Consolidated Fund and Tax 440,766         353,632         282,463         239,631         201,095         219,767         251,550         179,044         117,498         113,342             

Contribution to Consolidated Fund and Tax (75,046)          (60,112)          (48,392)          (40,691)          (34,258)          (37,378)          (42,530)          (30,425)          (20,230)          (19,269)              

365,720         293,520         234,071         198,940         166,837         182,389         209,020         148,619         97,268           94,073               

FINANCIAL POSITION

Property, Plant and Equipment 8,241,303      8,121,274      7,854,348      7,147,445      6,793,808      6,778,733      6,855,671      6,652,223      6,649,186      6,561,603          

Investment in Bonds -                 -                 -                 -                     90,945           98,745           -                     -                     -                     -                         

Cash and Cash Equivalents 615,420         450,282         513,438         683,301         830,546         780,255         1,088,925      888,985         750,624         1,056,169          

 Other Current Assets 244,640         242,841         270,042         236,746         220,954         215,554         203,059         182,107         166,636         169,663             

Other Non-Current Assets 10,395           9,417             8,778             6,572             5,743             9,012             195                196                265                376                    

Total Assets 9,111,758      8,823,814      8,646,606      8,074,064      7,941,996      7,882,299      8,147,850      7,723,511      7,566,711      7,787,811          

 Borrowings1 1,300,000      1,300,000      1,400,000      1,400,000      1,650,000      1,750,000      2,100,000      2,100,000      2,100,000      2,500,000          

 Deferred Income1 505,515         528,773         549,467         225,831         243,117         246,641         248,161         243,001         253,190         158,032             

 Lease Liabilities1 426,420         598,059         629,320         658,882         512,793         535,317         556,558         399,223         415,284         430,472             

 Provision for Asset Restoration Obligations 14,562           12,424           12,345           12,613           13,829           14,577           27,047           26,517           26,157           -                         

 Other Current Liabilities 628,987         512,518         476,915         432,163         376,767         355,537         418,246         365,952         331,881         356,376             

Total Liabilities 2,875,484      2,951,774      3,068,047      2,729,489      2,796,506      2,902,072      3,350,012      3,134,693      3,126,512      3,444,880          

 Share Capital 1                    1                    1                    1                    1                    1                    1                    1                    1                    1                        

6,228,274      5,863,311      5,571,307      5,335,175      5,138,057      4,972,795      4,790,787      4,582,817      4,057,458      4,057,458          

Water Efficiency Fund 6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000             6,000                 

1,999             2,728             1,251             3,399             1,432             1,431             1,050             -                     376,740         279,472             

Total Equity 6,236,274      5,872,040      5,578,559      5,344,575      5,145,490      4,980,227      4,797,838      4,588,818      4,440,199      4,342,931          

Total Liabilities and Equity 9,111,758      8,823,814      8,646,606      8,074,064      7,941,996      7,882,299      8,147,850      7,723,511      7,566,711      7,787,811          

Net (Liabilities)/Assets of Trust Funds3 (49,985)          (51,071)          (59,179)          (52,403)          (36,939)          (38,115)          634                3,220             3,792             717                    

Notes:
1

Borrowings, Deferred Income, Lease Liabilities (known as Finance Lease Payables prior to FY2019) comprise current and non-current portion.
2

Retained earnings was after setting aside amounts to meet the Board's capital commitments in accordance with Section 14 of the Public Utilities Act 2002.
3

Assets and liabilities belonging to trust funds are excluded and presented separately from the Group’s assets and liabilities.
4

With effect from FY2014, PUB took over the industrial water operations from the Government.

 Retained Earnings2

TEN - YEAR SUMMARY OF OPERATING RESULTS AND FINANCIAL POSITION

 Capital Account

 Net Income/(Loss) before Government Grants 

GROUP

 Net Income after Government Grants and after Contribution to Consolidated Fund and 

Tax 



FY2019 FY2018 FY2017 FY2016 FY2015 FY2014 FY2013 FY2012 FY2011 FY2010

EMPLOYEES

Number of employees as at end of period/year

 - PUB 3,342             3,351             3,425             3,442             3,421             3,382             3,229             3,196             3,129             3,125             

 - PUBC 25                  1                    -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 5                    

Group 3,367             3,352             3,425             3,442             3,421             3,382             3,229             3,196             3,129             3,130             

CUSTOMERS

Number of accounts as at end of period/year ('000) 1,622             1,599             1,567             1,527             1,463             1,424             1,363             1,333             1,312             1,294             

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

As at end of period/year

- Number of accounts served per PUB employee 485                477                458                444                428                421                422                417                419                414                

- Net Operating Income after grant per employee (S$'000) 114                106                86                  73                  68                  79                  93                  75                  64                  63                  

For period January - December

- Flood Prone Areas (hectare)1 29                  29                  30 31 32 34 36 40 48 56

- Number of Disruptions per month per 1,000 km of Sewers 10                  10                  10 11 11 11 12 13 14 15

- Per capita Household Water Consumption (litres/day)2 141                141                143 148                149                149                -                 -                 -                 -                 

- Per capita Domestic Water Consumption (litres/day)2 -                 -                 -                 -                 151                150                151 152 153 154

- % of Unaccounted for Potable Water 5.5                 5.6                 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.2 5.2 4.7 5.0 5.2

- % of tests meeting WHO Guidelines for Drinking-Water Quality and

EPH (Quality of Piped Drinking Water) Regulations 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

FY2019 FY2018 FY2017 FY2016 FY2015 FY2014 FY2013 FY2012 FY2011 FY2010

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE $ million $ million $ million $ million $ million $ million $ million $ million $ million $ million

FUNDED BY AND BELONGING TO PUB

Water 337.7             413.3             404.6             363.6             157.6             102.0             135.5             117.7             82.2               123.1             

NEWater 14.2               8.6                 13.9               20.9               50.6               65.1               81.8               120.3             142.0             246.2             

Used Water 195.4             187.0             294.6             104.5             94.7               51.0               64.2               20.2               28.1               21.0               

Industrial Water & Others3 50.9               42.6               19.9               11.8               17.0               4.2                 0.1                 7.2                 14.1               21.1               

Total 598.2             651.5             733.0             500.8             319.9             222.3             281.6             265.4             266.4             411.4             

FUNDED BY AND BELONGING TO GOVERNMENT

Used Water 789.0             450.6             254.5             193.3             193.7             140.3             142.6             161.5             169.5             241.0             

Drainage 209.4             270.7             307.0             357.5             300.7             215.2             161.7             187.3             193.4             209.8             

998.4             721.3             561.5             550.8             494.4             355.5             304.3             348.8             362.9             450.8             

Total 1,596.6          1,372.8          1,294.5          1,051.6          814.3             577.8             585.9             614.2             629.3             862.2             

Notes:
1 From FY2013 onwards, flood prone area (hectare) was reported based on calendar year. It was reported based on financial year previously.
2 From FY2016 onwards, the indicator was revised from “Per capita Domestic Water Consumption” to “Per capita Household Water Consumption”, which refers to water consumption within household premises only (i.e. usage in purpose

dormitories and common areas excluded).
3 With effect from FY2014, PUB took over the industrial water operations from the Government.
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